ABOUT JAGATHON

Since 2002, Jagathon has aimed to raise money for Riley Hospital for Children by hosting a Dance Marathon on IUPUI’s campus. Jagathon has successfully contributed over $760,000 over the past sixteen years. Nearly 300 students devote time in the school year to plan the 15 hour long event. Over 1,500 students; representing over 25 organizations, come together for a common cause- to “stand for those who can’t” to raise money for Riley Hospital for Children.

Special Events AT JAGATHON

The run to Riley Hospital first took place in 2016. Before the closing ceremonies, everyone left the marathon and ran to Riley and back! The one mile run was to show support for Riley and to appreciate the fact that it is located right on the IUPUI campus. This gives our dancers the chance to see firsthand the amazing cause they are supporting.

Social Media

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/JAGATHONIUPUI
WWW.INSTRAGRAM.COM/IUPUIDM
WWW.TWITTER.COM/IUPUIDM
@IUPUIDM

JAGATHON DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS:
Kelsey Carter   jagdm09@iupui.edu

Visit Our Website jagathon.iupui.edu